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A missed interaction

The report emphasizes the ”Interaction between labour market institutions
and the incentives to accumulate skills”

• This is not the only/main interaction
• Why in the U.S. it took so long for the IT revoluton to work itself into
an increase in productivity?

• Two factors:

— Ronald Reagan and the air-traffic controllers

— the corporate revolution induced by LBO’s

• in Europe we had neither one nor the other, but it is wrong to think
that the first would be enough
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Italy 
Too much tertiary education and too little training 

 
Non-Participation Rates for Men: Italy vs. U.S.A. 
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”Higher education is associated with higher employment rates”

• ”Education makes the skills of a worker more valuable to production”
Are we sure?

• Italy: unemployement rates age group 25-29 by level of educational
attainement, 1999: university degree, 11 per cent; Upper high school
and professional, 8 per cent
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Subjects matter

• Italy, 2004-05: number of university students enrolled by subject

— law 37.000

— public relations and communications 14.000

— mathematics 1.800

— biotechnology 4.200

— conservation 850

• Math students per 100 Law student

— University of BARI 2

— University of NAPOLI 2.5

— University of CATANIA 3

— University of PADOVA 6.5

— University of PAVIA 10
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Why so few students interested in math?

• few jobs in math? unemployed after 1 year: math 0.20, law 0.31
• bad training in high school

— PISA scores in math at age 15: Italy, Greece, Portugal < 460;
Japan 557, Korea 547 France 517

• too many old, badly paid high school teachers

— student/teacher ratio: Italy 10; Japan 15, Korea 20, France 15

— teachers aged < 39: Italy 12, France 42, Japan 39, Korea 51

— ratio of teachers’ salary after 15 years to GDP pc: Italy 1.2, France
1.2, Germany 2, Japan 1.6, Korea 2.7

— ”What determines the returns to education is the quality of schools.
Increasing attainement without increasing skills doesn’t pay”.
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An alternative explanation for why so few students are interested
in math

• Lack of competition on professional services creates attractive rents
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China, Korea and Japan are the relavant comparisons ! Not the
United States

Chinese students in tertiary education by country of origin, per cent of all
students (2001)

• ITALY 0.01
• GERMANY 0.44
• BELGIUM 0.20

• UK 0.50
• USA 0.38
• SWEDEN 0.17

How many Italian universities have at least one 1 undergraduate course taught
in English? 1/97
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”Migration probability increases with previous mobility experi-
ence. Higher ediuctaion reduces psycological costs of mobility.”

Italy: number of students enrolled in a university of the same region

• VENETO 76.1 per cent
• EMILIA-ROMAGNA 89.1 per cent

Two variables determine the time it takes to complete a degree:

• The distance from the university: the further away it is, the fatser the
graduate

• The work culture at home: less people in the household work, the longer
it takes (Dornbusch, Gentilini, Giavazzi, 1999)

• Women graduate faster when they get married
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”Tertiary education should be paid for” ... with scholarships

Italy: virtually no university fees and still

• Once you control for skills et al, the effect of family income is a more im-
portant determinant of wages in Italy then in the USA—where universities
are relatively expensive (Checchi, Ichino and Rustchini)

• University financing is a big transfer of income from the ”poor” to the
”rich” (Roberto Perotti)
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